A REFRESHING NEW LOOK FOR DUSIT THANI LAGUNA PHUKET
15th November 2017
Dear loyal and valued supporters,
Sawasdee krub, Greetings from Dusit Thani Laguna Phuket!
On behalf of our entire team a BIG THANK YOU for your patience and understanding these past few months. We are
delighted to announce the completion of our enhancements as listed below:
Accommodation
All Deluxe Lagoon View and Deluxe Sea View rooms in the South Wing has been renovated to a new contemporary design
and a refreshing look. The bright airy rooms are defined by native woods and Thai fabrics. The rooms are decorated to
convey a feel of calmness and tranquility. Each room with its private balcony and soundproof doors and new key card
system include modern amenities such as a Smart LED 49-inch TV and bathrooms are equipped with a new rain shower.
Reception Hall
Our air-conditioned Reception Hall has been refreshed, yet maintaining its heritage of classic Phuket Sino-Portuguese
decor. Classic living room features a new layout which allows additional space, new earth tone upholstery of our furniture,
and brighter lightings that will enhance the arrival experience of our guests offering spectacular ocean view through glass
walls. A new designated area of working stations with high speed internet is also available.
Swimming pool
A new tropical paradise palatial pool is revealed with extended opening hours. Our new pool surface creates different shades
of blue to coincide with varying depths of the pool. A new whirlpool and underwater jet zone are perfect spots to relax plus
our new kid-zone with waterslide, water spray stations, colorful arches and fountains specially designed for the youngsters.
Pool Café
A fresh look of our casual dining venue adjacent to the pool overlooking the sea. New bar counters and additional seating
offering a panoramic view of the ocean, Enjoy variety of comfort food and beverages throughout the day.
Ruen Thai Restaurant
A traditional Thai House has been upgraded. The entire new roofs have been replaced. New upholstery of dining tables
and chairs, new terrace offering a perfect location for outdoor dining overlooking the pristine lagoon. Savour authentic Royal
Thai Cuisine in Ruen Thai, the only quintessential Thai Restaurant in Laguna Phuket.
Horizon Lounge
Our open-air lobby bar featuring magnificent panoramic views of Andaman Sea. The new contemporary bar provide variety
of choices of beverages with live band performance in the evening.
Casuarina Beach Restaurant & Bar
A new unique dining experience at our beachfront venue where the guests can enjoy alfresco dining with live entertainment
offering panoramic view of Andaman Sea and signature Phuket sunsets. A new contemporary interior and casual bar with
outdoor seating is just a step away to white sandy beach.
We believe that the above new upgraded products will enhance overall experience of your stay at our resort. The new
images of our rooms and facilities will be updated in our website shortly.
We look forward to welcoming you back to new Dusit Thani Laguna Phuket in the very near future.
Thank you once again for your continuous support.
Sincerely,

Dusit Thani Laguna Phuket

